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Dreamspinner Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Nate Tippie and Brandon Wilde
are gay, single, and both hoping to meet that special man, even though fate has not yet delivered
him to their doorstep. Nate s sister, Hannah, and her kooky best friend, Marilyn, are about to help
fate with that task by creating a profile on the gay dating site, OpenHeartOpenMind. The two
women are only exploring, but when they need a face and body for the persona they create, they
use Nate as the model. When Brandon comes across the false profile, he falls for the guy he sees
online. Keeping up the charade, Hannah begins corresponding with him, posing as Nate. Real
complications begin when Brandon wants to meet Nate, but Nate doesn t even know he s being
used in the online dating ruse. Hannah and Marilyn concoct another story and send Nate out to let
the guy down gently. But when Nate and Brandon meet, the two men feel an instant and powerful
pull toward each other. Cupid seems to have shot his bow, but how do Nate and...
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ReviewsReviews

Basically no phrases to clarify. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Anabel Zemlak-- Anabel Zemlak

This ebook will never be straightforward to get started on looking at but really fun to read. It is amongst the most incredible publication i have got read
through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this publication to learn.
-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer-- Mrs. Anya Kautzer
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